
Sermon 187: Romans 14:5-6: Liberty of Conscience 
 
OUTLINE 
 
The differences on days 
The necessity of a convinced conscience 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
When I say the words, ‘Liberty of Conscience’, what comes to mind?  I hope you have two 
distinct ideas in your minds, Christian Liberty, and then the world’s wrong definition of it.  
Freedom of conscience is not the freedom to believe whatever I want or determine to be 
true, nor to sin in any way I please and you are not allowed to judge.  Today’s definition of 
freedom stands on very different foundations to the Christian one.  We believe that we are 
free by virtue of our humanity, being made in the image of God and our freedom being 
necessary to freely love and obey God.  The basis for freedom today is totally different.  ‘We 
are considered to be free because there is no cosmic order, there is no essential human 
nature, and there are no truths or moral absolutes that we must kneel to.  Today the view is 
that ‘there are no longer any foundations at all’ because the universe itself is arbitrary, 
contingent, aleatory.’  Nothing then, has any rightful claim on us, and we may live as we see 
fit.’1  This is the world’s wrong understanding of the hard fought for Christian belief.  
Christian liberty is not the liberty to sin or self-define but the liberty to serve God 
unhindered.  The gospel creates a freedom for the child of God so that they are freed from 
the enslaving and destructive effects of sin and they can find their peace and joy in holiness 
as God intended.  It is a freedom to obey not from obedience.  It is a freedom from sin not 
to sin.  It is a freedom to have our consciences bound only by God’s word and not any other 
so called authority.   
 
At the time of the Reformation there were three enemies of Christian liberty, sin, the pope 
and the king.  Sin prevented the Christian from serving God freely; the Pope demanded 
obedience to his office as the Vicar of Christ and submission to his will, and the King saw 
himself as head of the church and insisted on the right to tell the church what to believe, 
how to worship, who could preach and how to discipline its members.  The Reformers 
insisted that Christ is the head of His church, and He rules it by His word.  Sola Scriptura 
was the cry which asserted that the bible is the sole authority for faith and life.  It was not a 
call to do away with all church authority and only have the bible, no it was a call for the God 
appointed elders of the church to faithfully proclaim His word not their own.  In the various 
confessions of the time, Romans 14 is quoted as a proof text for these beliefs and rightly so.   
 
Paul in Romans 14 is dealing with differences between Christians and the sinful attitudes 
that creep in when we differ.  Paul has already taught us the principle of welcoming one 
another as Christ has welcomed us, addressing the sinful attitudes of judging and despising.  
In the portion before us Paul moves from the question of eating to the question of 
esteeming one day as better than another.  The Romans were standing over one another 
and insisting that their personal convictions bind the consciences of their brethren.  Verses 
5-12 are an extrapolation of the idea that Christ is the Lord of his people, and each one of 
us stands individually before Him.  As Paul addresses the differences between the Romans 
on the matter of esteeming days, he lays out three important principles.  Firstly, the 
necessity of a convinced conscience in our obedience to God, v5.  Secondly, he points out to 
the critical Romans that the actions of those they are criticising are acts of worship to God, 
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v6.  Thirdly, he reminds them that we will individually stand before Christ to give an 
account, not one another, v7-12.   
 
Today we will only be looking at v5, and we want to spend some time talking about the 
differences between days and what was going on in Rome.  Secondly, we want to talk about 
the necessity of a convinced conscience.   
 
The differences on days 
 
Before we get into the doctrinal teaching of the portion we need to try and understand 
better the differences on esteeming days.  Now please notice with me that in v1-4 Paul 
spoke in relation to eating in the language of the weak and the strong.  In verses 5-6 aul 
does not use that language.  Is this significant?  I think so, Paul is trying to stress important 
principles that help Christians when they differ.  So, to use language that implies a criticism 
and him taking sides would undercut that approach.  If this is the case then it heightens the 
importance that we ought to put on the principles in this text.   
 
The differences between the Christians in Rome were that one person esteemed one day as 
better than another, while another esteemed all days alike.  Although Paul does not reveal 
who the weak party is, given the Jewish background we could make a safe guess that the 
weak, namely the Jew would be the one who would regard one day as more important than 
another.  The Gentile not having the OT laws binding his conscience would be the one who 
sees all days alike.   
 
Now the first question we want to answer is, ‘is Paul talking here about the weekly 
Sabbath?’  Last week I spent the whole sermon putting forward a positive view of a 
continuing Sabbath, called the Lord’s Day for the NT church.  Many would point to this verse 
and say that I have to be wrong because the Gentile who sees all days alike and no holy 
ones among them is by implication correct.  On the surface this appears correct, but here is 
my push back.  Do we see the early church esteeming one day above another, namely the 
first day of the week in the book of Acts?  I would answer yes.  And follow it up with this, to 
call a day, the Lord’s Day, a very important classification reserved for the Lord’s supper and 
people, would this not imply that the Lord’s Day was highly esteemed by the church?  
Indeed it was.  So we meet here what we meet whenever we study any doctrine in the 
bible, an apparent tension.  The bible is not a text book with neat around the edges 
statements where all is given with perfect logical reference to everything else in the fashion 
of a textbook.  The NT is occasional and addresses local concerns in language that sounds 
very axiomatic and universal.  
And, if we insist that we do esteem one day above another, then we make the bible 
contradict itself, because the NT does highlight one day as set apart.  The word set apart 
being understand by the possessive, ‘the Lord’s’ Day, as belonging to God.  In other words, 
it is sanctified.  So you have a choice, you can start with Romans 14 which is very non-
specific and allow it to trump the other evidence that speaks of a day set apart, silencing 
other parts of scripture.  This is the hermeneutical approach of those who deny a special 
day for the NT people of God.  Or, you can allow both to be true, and localise Paul’s 
assertion to other days that Jews would have felt tempted to emphasize.  
 This is what I have done.  If I put myself in the first century church as best I can.  And 
taking into account the fact that certain traditions were handed to the churches by the 
apostles, for example, the Lord’s Supper, how one is baptised and a Lord’s Day observance.  
Please note apart from Paul addressing the Corinthians there is no specific rule book on how 
all these things are done, they would have been established face to face by the apostles are 



were not up for review.  With this as a given, the days Paul makes reference to would have 
been in the Romans mind, not the Lord’s Day but some other Jewish day.   
 
If not the Lord’s Day, which other day could Paul be speaking of?  Some have suggested 
that the Passover may be the day that Jews were setting apart on a yearly basis.  But a 
better suggestion ties v6 in with v5, v6 talks about abstaining, in other words fasting.  If this 
is the case then the day referred to was probably the Day of Atonement which included a 
commanded fast, Lev. 16:29, 23:27-29.  Some have also suggested the weekly Pharisaic 
practice of fasting twice a week, Luke 18:12.  Please observe that there is no mention of a 
weekly, monthly or annual observance, so to prejudice the case against a weekly Sabbath 
observance and by that disqualify the Lord’s Day is a leap.  We cannot speak with certainty 
about which day the Romans were disagreeing.  In fact Paul may not intend to limit the 
problem to a single day, but may merely be indicating the notion of seeing a day as holy in 
general without implying that only one day is under discussion.   
 
The necessity of a convinced conscience 
 
Having stated the problem Paul now brings the principles to bear.  The first is found in these 
words, ‘Each one should be fully convinced in his own mind.’  The first thing I would like to 
emphasize is that by this statement Paul helps us to see that the matter under discussion is 
not a case of violating a clear command of scripture.  We are not dealing with differences 
over the gospel or a clearly revealed doctrine, we are in what many have called the 
adiaphora, the peripheral areas.  This is made more certain when we compare Paul’s tine 
here in Romans over Jewish days, to how he speaks of them in Galatians and Colossians.  
There where the gospel is being threatened Paul speaks out against them.  But here 
because the gospel is not at stake but rather a disagreement between Christians, Paul is 
more accommodating. 
  Why do I say this?  Paul was not a 21st century person who believed that something is true 
if it is true for you.  No, something is true if God’s says so.  The Christian is bound to believe 
what God reveals and do what God commands.  The context stresses this when it calls 
Christ our Lord and us His servants.  Paul is not saying that we have the right to create our 
own truth, and define ourselves as we see fit.  But in those areas where God has not clearly 
revealed something, then it becomes a matter of individual conscience.  Paul is not 
confirming the bankruptcy of our generation that has no objective values and norms and 
moved the authority of truth from outside of ourselves to inside of ourselves.  Please, 
whatever you do, don’t read this statement to be an approval of putting yourself in the place 
of God and being the source of your own authority and truth.  This is the height of idolatry.  
You are a subject not a source. 
 
The tyranny of being your own personal authority is a rising problem in this generation.  For 
example, in one report it was recommended that children from the age of three are 
encouraged to think about what gender they may be, and if they decide to change genders 
they can do so with the help of the school without letting their parents know.  This is not 
liberty of conscience, a freedom from constraints to serve the God who made us.  This is a 
new tyrant under the name of freedom.  We live in an authority vacuum.  God was removed 
from His place over the world a few generations ago, then with post-modernism is was 
decided that all metanarratives are oppressive.  Any big theory that tries to explain 
everything has an agenda that is trying to box you.  With no God, and no philosophical 
worldview what rushes into the vacuum to help us answer the questions we are still asking.  
Science has been held up, but more often than not we are pointed to ourselves to be our 
own sources of truth.  Some even recognise that this is a freedom which can be detrimental 
to the person choosing, but it is felt to be better to hurt ourselves when we exercise our 



freedom than to have someone else hurt us.  Things are broken, and we should feel a great 
sadness for those who think they are free when in fact they are no more than slaves.  Each 
person as they discover themselves has to bear the weight of being all knowing or else.  
And more than that if we ignore what the bible teaches us that we have self-deceiving 
hearts; and that we love sin and willingly pursue self-destruction for pleasure, we allow lies 
to take the place of truth in our lives.  In this pursuit where we are free to be whatever we 
want to be and not what we are made to be, we are handing ourselves over to the enemy 
and destruction.  You cannot bear to be God, and God knows this.  And in His mercy and 
love He has made a way to save us from trying to be god.  He sent His Son to die in order 
to pay for our sins, to give us His Spirit to help us love, to give us light by which to walk and 
to secure a future where all the things we long for will be satisfied.        
 
Secondly, Paul is stating here what he elaborates on later when he says in v22-23, ‘The faith 
that you have, keep between yourself and God. Blessed is the one who has no reason to 
pass judgment on himself for what he approves.23 But whoever has doubts is condemned if 
he eats, because the eating is not from faith. For whatever does not proceed from faith is 
sin.’  Everything not done in faith is sin.  If you are not sure that an action is sinful, and you 
do it, you are doing it against your conscience.  This is why Paul calls for each one to be 
fully convinced.  Don’t have an ill-informed conscience that so that something that is not sin 
becomes sin for you simply because you are not sure.  Make sure!  ‘Each one should be fully 
convinced in his own mind.’  Imagine you are one of the Jews who thinks that it is wrong to 
eat bacon, or eat on the Day of Atonement.  You see your Gentile brethren eating, in your 
own mind you think they are wrong for doing it, but you are really hungry and so you do it, 
but you are not doing it because you think it is ok.  You are giving in and going against what 
you think is right in a moment of weakness.  Paul says, that is a sin, you have gone against 
what you think is God’s will, and so you chose to go against God in your heart, even though 
in truth He never required such a thing of a Christian.  It is important to inform your 
conscience and make sure you know the good you ought to do, and do it.  This applies to 
both the sins of omission and commission.   
 
Thirdly, this brings us to the necessity of the bible.  How do you know that what you believe 
and are doing is God’s will?  It is not by the beliefs of another’s mind, Paul tells us to be 
convinced in our own minds.  It is not the Pope, he is a man; the final authority is not your 
elders, they too are men who can err; it is not your opinion.  Your ultimate authority is the 
Bible, it is God’s word.  There is no other authority that you should allow to bind your 
conscience.  The more of the bible you know, the more certainty you will have.  Conviction 
comes from knowing the bible well.  Even the preaching of God’s word that you hear today.  
If you are not convinced that what I say is a true interpretation of scripture then disregard 
it, but if what I say is biblical then obey it.  I have no authority in myself, the elder’s 
authority is declarative not legislative.  I only have authority as far as I am in step with the 
word of God. 
 
  The classic example of this is of course Martin Luther at the Diet of Worms.  When asked if 
he would recant of his writings he responded: ‘Unless I am convinced by the testimony of 
the Scriptures or by clear reason (for I do not trust either in the pope or in councils alone, 
since it is well known that they have often erred and contradicted themselves), I am bound 
to the Scriptures I have quoted and my conscience is captive to the word of God.  I cannot 
and I will not retract anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against conscience.  I 
cannot do otherwise.  Here I stand.  I can do no other.  God help me.  Amen.’2  Luther had 
answered the summons to go to this meeting hoping to have a debate over God’s word, and 
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if he was wrong he would have gladly changed what he believed to agree with God’s word.  
But he wanted to have his beliefs proven wrong by God’s word not merely by the authority 
of the church.  He recognises that unless you change your beliefs on the foundation of God’s 
word you are on sinking sand. 
 
Fourthly, please notice the emphasis on thinking and the mind.  Paul does not say be 
convinced of what is right and true by your feelings.  The trouble today is that we are being 
told that since there is no external authority to tell us what to do, we have to find the truth 
within, and in our feelings.  The ‘if it feels right do it’ approach is not the approach Paul is 
advocating here.  Your feelings cannot always be trusted.  On account of sin our 
consciences could misfire and make us feel guilty for something we shouldn’t.  And, it can 
also fail to alert us to activity that we should feel guilty about.  Many justify activity on the 
basis of feeling or attraction.  Many think that the truth of their sexual identity is determined 
by whether they experience sexual attraction to a particular type of person.  The sad truth is 
that our sinfulness and the potential for wrong feeling is infinite.  Paul is actually calling 
people to think in order to battle wrong feelings that are binding their consciences. 
 
Once again our generation is in the dark.  They can think all they like about doing the right 
thing but they have no moral grounds to do anything.  Our generation believes that we are 
in a purposeless universe where all that we are, and feel and do is the result of chance, 
there is no right or wrong, just survival, there is no love just survival. 
 
Once again we need to call in the scriptures as they objective norm for truth and morals.  
Your emotions cannot be trusted, the bible can be.   
 
Let me make one last application of Paul’s point here.  It is a common problem that our 
consciences will misfire.  There have been many saints who have been at the mercy of an 
oversensitive conscience.  So let us take a typical scenario.  A young Christian falls into 
some of their old ways before they were converted.  They knew that they were sinning, they 
deliberately chose to go against God’s law.  Now they are sitting with a wounded 
conscience.  They know that wrong sorts of healing like pretending what they did was not 
sin will not work.  They have prayed and asked forgiveness a hundred times but they still 
feel so guilty.  How can a mind convinced of the bible’s teaching help at this point?  Here is 
where you take your wounded conscience to the promises of scripture and you tell yourself 
that the bible holds more water than your feelings.  You are feeling guilty, you know you 
have sinned, then apply this promise, 1 John 1:9, ‘If we confess our sins, he is faithful and 
just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.’  You will feel your 
conscience pushing back, but it is a learnt skill to apply the truth of God’s word to your 
squirming emotions.  Ordinarily when we sin we force ourselves to ignore or deny the truth, 
here we are trying to convince our consciences of it.  We must tell ourselves, Jesus has died 
for my sins, His death is a sufficient payment for all my sins.  Ongoing forgiveness for my 
sins is available because of God’s justice that credits the sin as paid for and His faithfulness 
to grant grace to the humble.     
 
Take the Jew who thinks that he cannot eat bacon.  It is not sinful to do so.1 Cor. 10:25-26, 
‘Eat whatever is sold in the meat market without raising any question on the ground of 
conscience.26 For "the earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof."’  He may feel terrible 
for eating, but he can train himself by reminding himself of God’s word that it is not sin.  
The key here is to ensure that it is God’s word that is overcoming our consciences not our 
sin-seeking excuses.   
 
What is convincing you?                 



       
 
                 
      


